Deep Cuts May 8-11, 2021

As an Acting Showcase
April 8-11, 2021 "Trojan Center Theatre"

Deep Cuts is an intimate showcase of original monologues and poems written, performed, and directed by our Acting Company.

PART I

A Woman Discusses Her Legal Dilemma (by John Colton) performed by Michael Armstrong, Jamie Bishop, Jacob Brooks, Martavious Ginyard, Micayla Johnston, Zipporah Moore

A young woman discusses her legal dilemma with her attorney.

Love, Death, and the Chrysler LeBaron (by Regina Taylor) performed by Tyreece Mayo, Josie Patterson, Natalee Savage

A young Mormon on his mission tries to visit a sick man of the cloth who disapproves of her lifestyle.

A Woman Finds Her Troubled Husband Asleep on the Floor (by Samuel D. Hunter) performed by Draven Gonzales, Tyler Leary

A young prince contemplates the end of life and vents his last words to the moon.

A Free-Living Young Woman is Being Run Out of Town by a Self-Righteous Man of the Cloth (by John Colton) performed by Micayla Johnston, Dean Schmidt

A pampered woman decides to leave her stifling life.

A Young Married Couple Living in Paris Must Face Their Lies (by William Shakespeare) performed by Martavious Ginyard, Micayla Johnston

A couple involved in an adulterous affair come to...real-world issues get in the way?

The Dreams of Sarah Breedlove (by Lorraine Hansberry) performed by Micayla Johnston, Zoey Neel

In Harlem in the 1930s, a young couple faces the truth about their relationship.

Deep Cuts May 8-11, 2021 by Theresa Rebeck performed by Jamie Bishop, Nick Wills

Can a workplace friendship survive when...will contain racially insensitive language.

Blue Surge (by Rebecca Gillman) performed by Micayla Johnston, Zipporah Moore

A police officer tries to explain his unusual relationship with a teenaged prostitute to his fiancé.

PART II

In a Box in the Sun by Leonard Manley performed by Jacob Brooks, Madeline Hill

The arrival of a long-awaited insurance check brings a family to its breaking point.
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The Whale (by John Patrick Shanley) performed by Jacob Brooks, Ingrid Lieb

A real estate agent shows an empty New York apartment to a potential client.

The Red Coat (by John Patrick Shanley) performed by Micayla Johnston, Tom McMillan

An young black woman learns that money cannot...should they stay and face the man's difficult daughter.

A Woman in Love by Zoe Kazan performed by Kelsey Dunahoo, Nelsey Leverette

The arrival of a long-awaited insurance check brings a family to its breaking point.
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